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hey guys anyone still looking for a good torrent of naruto shippuden in dual audio, go to torrentz2 dot eu and search naruto
shippuden sotark and somebody has done a nice hevc 56gb dual audio torrent. (480p dvdrip) for e1-153 and 720p e154-500 from

1080p itunes rips as source. pretty good torrent that will have to do until some day a 1080p torrent with better encoding is
available. that said sotarks copy is still a great copy. hey guys anyone still looking for a good torrent of naruto shippuden in dual

audio, go to torrentz2 dot eu and search naruto shippuden sotark and somebody has done a nice hevc 56gb dual audio torrent. hi,
i am a old friend of the c.c. chronicles. i have not been able to watch this anime series yet because i do not know how to download

anime on my computer. i would appreciate if you guys could help me. it has been a year since i last watched code geass and
watching this movie was a good revisit to the series.it is the second year of the kowa period. the world has unified around the

reorganize united federation of nations, and has enjoyed days of continuing peace, but now, that peace suddenly comes to an end.
suzaku, while travelling as the masked man zero accompanying nunnally on her visit to the refugee camp, is defeated by a
mysterious knightmare frame, and the two of them are taken away. following secret orders from schneizel, kallen, lloyd and

sayoko infiltrate zilkistan, the land of warriors, where they are attacked by a mysterious geass user. there in zilkhstan is a person
named c.c., known to the assailants as the former master. in the indomitable kingdom which once conquered even the great army
of the holy britannian empire, what do the people desire hope, or despair the people of zilkhstan palace certainly know of geass.

what are they, and c., planningoverall, the movie was a breath of fresh air of the series, it was even nice that majority of the
english cast came back.if you enjoyed the recap movies even though i have zero clue they were never dubbed you might like this.
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